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In an environment of restaurant, whether you are restaurateur or customer, you must have listened
the terminology "POS". This is an abbreviation of Point of Sale. When we talk about restaurant POS
software, we mean a system of the checkout counter transactions at the server station within a sit
down restaurant primises. A terminal of hardware, loaded with application and programmed with
menu of items, price, points and delivery information are the main aspects of POS system. In other
words, it helps in completing all these process or transactions in an easy way and works like an
electronic cash register. This terminal handles complete selling process by a particular salesperson-
user interface, generally through a touch screen device for the salesperson to interact with. A point
of sale (POS) system, is a kind of computer system used to manage customer sales and other
business functions more efficiently than earlier time in a business dealing.

Restaurant POS systems works as same as retail POS systems. When someone pays for his food,
this system is always there to perform its calculating functions. A cashier will probably implement a
POS terminal that includes a cash drawer, a hard-drive, a monitor, a credit card swipe, and a printer
to print receipts. Also is reliable data storage and ready to produce all selling record when needed
for accounting purposes and business analysis.

In restaurant sectors, we see that restaurant owners are taking much interest in digitalizing their
restaurant. The system save much time and produces perfect accounting result without any flaw. It
helps business in better controlling over accounts.

Highly developed POS system software is now an integral part of retail inventory management for
most businesses which deal directly with customers, and is being used by most restaurants
nowadays to run fast in the business and manage proper inventory tracking of dry goods,
perishables and liquor inventories. Therefore, for business owners, choosing an advanced
restaurant POS software for their diners, is preferable.

Then a question arises in our mind, What should be main features of Restaurant POS software. It is
very natural query for every sensible businessman. Let us consider a few points while judging the
special traits of a POS system.

User friendliness is the basic requirement. The software must be easy to install and easy to handle.
It is advised to try at first a demo version of POS software. The second thing is that the software
must give management the customized reports. Ideal restaurant POS software

always produces results in tables, graphs or best combinations of these formats. To check its
security system is also very necessary, such as password protection and data backup procedure
etc. And the last but not least, the restaurant POS software vendor must be reputable in the industry
and have excellent track records for customer care, automated software upgrades and technical
support.
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rather than costing you a million dollars, itâ€™s free. You can track payments, mail receipts, post
coupons on your customersâ€™ Facebook pages, obtain graphs for different aspects of your business
and even get credit cards processed.
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